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Disease Dynamics

Additional baseline parameter values appear in Table S1, along with literature sources [1–12]. We as-
sumed a Susceptible-Infected-Recovered-Vaccinated-Susceptible (SIRVS ) natural history and voluntary
vaccination. A susceptible individual becomes infected (S → I) by a single infectious contact with prob-
ability p(t) per day, which varies seasonally. The seasonality probability of transmission is represented
as

p(t) = 〈p〉
(

1 + ps sin

(
2π(t− t̄)

365

))
(1)

where p(t) is the probability (per day) of infection passing along the edge connecting an infected individual
and a susceptible individual, 〈p〉 is the average transmission rate from an infected individual to a single
susceptible individual per day and the constant ps ∈ (0, 1) represents the impact of seasonality on the rate
of transmission (i.e the change in the seasonal transmission amplitude). An infectious individual moves
to the recovered state (I → R) after δ days. A recovered individual becomes susceptible (R → S) with
probability ρ per year (natural immunity). A vaccinated individual becomes susceptible (V → S) with
probability ω per year (vaccine immunity). We assume that vaccination has no impact on individuals
who are infectious or recovered. We assume an individual does not attain vaccine immunity if they have
already obtained natural immunity.

We assume non-influenzal influenza-like-illness (niILI) is also present, where niILI is randomly dis-
tributed throughout the network daily for the entire year. The probability of an individual experiencing
niILI daily is denoted by α, where α is sampled from a log-normal distribution with mean 〈α〉 and variance
〈〈α〉〉,

α ∼ lnN (µ, σ2) (2)

µ = ln(〈α〉)− 1

2
ln

(
1 +
〈〈α〉〉
〈α〉2

)
(3)

σ2 = ln

(
1 +
〈〈α〉〉
〈α〉2

)
, (4)

where µ and σ2 represent the mean and variance of the Normal distribution (i.e. ln(α) ∼ µ+ σZ, where
Z ∼ N (0, 1)). We assume an individual mistakes niILI for true influenza with probability β.

We assume infection is introduced slowly into the population starting in mid-November, where a ran-
domly chosen individual will be infected every few weeks. The main reason for the exogenous introduction
of infection each year is to compensate for stochastic extinction that may occur in the network in the
summer months. Infection is introduced in mid-November such that the peak of infection corresponds to
a time between the start of January and end of February [12]. A typical influenza season generally starts
approximately at the end of October/mid part of November and lasts until the end of April/middle of
May [13]. The infection parameter values for equation (1) were calibrated to obtain incidence of approxi-
mately 15% [4,10,11] for each network (Poisson, exponential and empirically-based), under the condition
of no vaccination (Table 1 and Table S1).
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The average transmission rate among individuals is 〈p〉 = q/〈k〉, where q is the average number of
people infected per day and 〈k〉 is the average degree of the network. For the empirically-based network,
the value of 〈k〉 was taken to be the minimum average node degree of the 10 empirically-based networks,
such that, 〈p〉 would be sufficiently large enough to produce an epidemic in all of the empirically-based
networks. The simulation started at t = 0. The days that the exogenous infections were introduced for
the Poisson and exponential networks were: t = 68, 89, 96, 99, 117, 119 and 121; for the empirically-based
network this was: t = 75, 89, 97, 103, 110, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121 and 122. We increased the frequency of
infection near the end of the sequence to increase the force of infection such that the average peak would
occur at a realistic time of year. In the exponential network, the first four exogenous infections only
infected nodes of degree one or two; this allowed the infection to spread at a slower rate and not peak as
quickly. See Figure S1 for the results of the calibration regarding prevalence in each of the networks.

Classifying Super-Spreaders

A super-spreader is classified as an individual who infects more people than the 95th percentile from
a Poisson distribution with mean R0; R0 is the basic reproduction value from the “null” deterministic
model [14,15]. The “null” deterministic model is

dS

dt
= ρ̄R− qSI

N
(5)

dI

dt
=

qSI

N
− δ̄I (6)

dR

dt
= δ̄I − ρ̄R (7)

where δ̄ = 1/δ (δ is the average infectious period) is the rate (per day) at which a single infectious
individual moves to the recovered state (I → R) and ρ̄ = 1/(365ρ) (ρ is the natural waning immunity
in years) is the rate (per day) at which a recovered individual becomes susceptible (R → S). The basic
reproductive value for the “null” deterministic model is

R0 =
q

δ̄
= qδ. (8)

The value q/N represents the probability that a single infectious individual infects a susceptible individual,
i.e. 〈p〉 = q/N . However, in our network model an individual only has a given number of contacts and
the transmission rate can vary between individuals. We assume the number of daily infections, q, can be
approximated by the average transmission rate 〈p〉 and the average degree 〈k〉, where

q = 〈p〉〈k〉. (9)

Our assumption comes from the fact that a network’s R0 approaches the null deterministic model’s R0

as 〈k〉 increases, where〈p〉〈k〉 → q, while keeping q constant [16].
We assume the basic reproduction value for an individual is

R0 =

k∑
i=1

(
k
i

)
i(1− (1− 〈p〉)δ)i(1− 〈p〉)δ(k−i) (10)

= k(1− (1− 〈p〉)δ),

where (1−〈p〉)δ is the probability that an individual is not infected for δ days; therefore, (1− (1−〈p〉)δ)
is the probability that an individual is infected during the δ days, k is the number of contacts of the
infected individual and δ is the infectious period.

There are three possible sources of super-spreading that we focus on:
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1. a large number of contacts

2. increased infectious period

3. increased transmission of the disease

We consider four separate cases of super-spreading 1) heterogeneity in node degree 2) heterogene-
ity in node degree and infectious period 3) heterogeneity in node degree and transmission rate and 4)
heterogeneity in node degree, infectious period and transmission rate.

Super-spreader: Number of Contacts

In the case of the super spreader having a large number of contacts, social contact networks will be used.
For simple network analysis our first choice is a network with a Poisson degree distribution, where the
cumulative distribution function is

d(k) =

k∑
n=0

〈k〉ne−〈k〉

n!
(11)

Social contact networks have been shown to be well represented by an exponential degree distribution [17],
where the cumulative distribution function for the exponential distribution is

d(k) = 1− e−k/〈k〉 (k > 0) (12)

For influenza, the exponential network falls in between the unrealistic power-law and unrealistic Poisson.
The average degree (〈k〉) for both the Poisson and exponential networks was obtained from the empirical
data from Ref [1–3], describing Portland, Oregon.

We also created scaled down empirically-based networks using data from Portland, Oregon [1–3].
To scale down the Portland network, we randomly selected an individual, recorded their contacts, then
recorded their contact’s contacts and so on, until the desired population size was reached. We then
rewired the network such that the degree distribution of the sampled network resembled the original
empirical degree distribution. We produced 10 Portland-like networks for our sample.

We assumed an individual’s infectious period (δ), transmission (〈p〉), natural waning immunity (ρ),
vaccine waning immunity (ω) come from a delta-distribution (i.e. there is no heterogeneity). The reason
for this approach is it allows for the impact of the different networks to be analyzed without having to
understand the impact of extra parameter sampled from distributions. The average transmission will be
calculated by

〈p〉 =
q

〈k〉
, (13)

where 〈k〉 is the average degree in the network. The degree distributions for each network can be seen in
Figure S1.

Super-spreader: Increased Infectious Period & Number of Contacts

In the case of an increased infectious period, we assumed an individual’s infectious period is described by
a Poisson distribution with mean δ, and remains that value throughout the simulation. We resampled
any infectious period that was zero or too large; i.e. for the case where δ = 5, we resampled any
infectious period larger than 14 days. We ran this scenario on the three networks (Poisson, exponential
and empirically-based) and assumed all other parameters come from a delta distribution.
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Super-spreader: Increased Transmission & Number of Contacts

In the case of an increased transmission probability, we assume an individual’s average transmission
is provided by a log-normal distribution with mean 〈p〉, which remains static through a simulation.
We assumed a skewed log-normal distribution to allow for extreme cases of super-spreading in some
individuals. We ran this scenario on the three networks (Poisson, exponential and empirically-based) and
assumed all other parameters come from a delta distribution.

Super-spreader: Heterogeneous Population

We assumed heterogeneity in the number of contacts, infection period and transmission. We assumed the
infectious period is sampled from a Poisson distribution with mean δ, the transmission rate is sampled
from a log-normal distribution with mean 〈p〉 and the network is created from the three networks discussed
earlier, where all other parameters come from a delta distribution.

Probability of Vaccination

An individual first determines whether or not they will seek vaccination for this upcoming season or not,
based upon their payoffs. The probability that an individual seeks vaccination for this upcoming season
is

Φ(PV − PN ) =
arctan (b(PV − PN )/($/QALY )) + π

2

π
, (14)

The value of b in equation (14) was used to calibrate the vaccine coverage of the model, along with
the dollar per Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY) ($/QALY ). Each value of b for the corresponding
network is given in Table 1 and Table S1. As the difference in payoffs, PV − PN , increases (decreases)
the more (less) likely the individual will seek vaccination this season, since vaccination becomes more
(less) appealing. If incentives are included, we use Φ(PV − PN + Υn) in determining whether or not
the individual seeks vaccination this season, where Υ is the value of the monetary incentive and n is the
number of incentives received.

Once it is determined that an individual is going to vaccinate, the following process is used to determine
when the individual vaccinates. Prior to the new vaccination season we determine the vaccine uptake for
each month, φmonth, by sampling from a log-normal distribution with a mean of 〈φ〉 and a variance of
〈〈φ〉〉 (Table 1 and Table S1), that is

φmonth ∼ lnN (µ, σ2) (15)

µ = ln(〈φmonth〉)−
1

2
ln

(
1 +
〈〈φmonth〉〉
〈φmonth〉2

)
(16)

σ2 = ln

(
1 +
〈〈φmonth〉〉
〈φmonth〉2

)
. (17)

With these values we can determine when the individual vaccinates. We start off by selecting a uniform
random number 0 < r < 1, then find the first month such that

r

∑
∀j

φj

 <
∑

j≤month

φj , (18)

Once a month is determined for the individual, a day is then chosen at random from that month for the
individual to vaccinate on.
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If the individual is seeking vaccination, they will only vaccinate if they have not experienced influenza
in the current season; experiencing influenza includes cases of niILI being mistaken for influenza and
excludes non-symptomatic cases of influenza. The average annual vaccine coverage can be seen in Figure
S1.

Social Influence

We incorporate social influence by using an imitation process or learning process; the learning process
consists of individuals exchanging information regarding time since last infection, time since last compli-
cation and perceived vaccine efficacy. The learning process occurs with a probability σ, which we call the
imitation strength; the process consists of individual i randomly selecting one of their contacts, individual
j, as well as randomly selecting an individual from the network, individual k. Individual i then updates
their informations as follows

TI
inew = (1− σ)TI

i + σ(νTI
j + (1− ν)TI

k) (19)

TC
inew = (1− σ)TC

i + σ(νTC
j + (1− ν)TC

k) (20)

εinew(t) = (1− σ)εi(t) + σ(νεj(t) + (1− ν)εk(t)), (21)

where the super-script denotes the individual and ν denotes the preference of using a contacts information
to the randomly selected individual (i.e. ν = 1 the individual prefers to imitate their contact). This
corresponds to the sampler internalizing the experience of the sampled individual.

Pro-Active Vaccination Policies

We focus on four pro-active approaches public health could implement in society; we are assuming public
health will contact V̄ individuals per day and recommend vaccination.

In each pro-active policy, if the selected individual decided not to vaccinate at the beginning of the
season they proceed through the learning (imitation) process again and determine whether or not they
will seek vaccination, using equation (14), with their new updated payoffs. The individual will decide
when to vaccinate using an approach similar to that in equation (18); however, if the month has passed, it
is no longer used in determining when the individual will vaccinate. That is, if September has passed then
φSept will be removed from equation (18) i.e. (

∑
∀j φj = φOct + φNov + φDec). The following pro-active

approaches will be combined with the baseline passive vaccination.

(a) Random Vaccination

For the random vaccination policy (RV), each day a number of individuals are selected at random
and told about the upcoming or current flu clinics.

(b) Nearest Neighbor

The nearest neighbor approach (NN) (or acquaintance approach) is similar to the RV, in the way that
each day a number of individuals are selected at random. However, the randomly selected individuals
now recommends a “friend” for vaccination as well. [18]

(c) Chain Vaccination

The chain vaccination approach (CV) is similar to the NN; however, the policy consists of moving from
one node to another with probability ∆ and jumping to a random node with probability 1−∆ [19,20].
The chain vaccination approach is sometimes referred to as a Page Rank process [19]. The CV
approach would be considered a chain vaccination strategy, since recruitment runs along a chain of
contacts until the chain is broken. That is, the following day public health would inform a contact of
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the individual about the vaccination program with probability ∆; where another random individual
would be contacted the following day with probability 1 −∆. ∆ could represent the probability of
complying to recommending a friend. We assumed a value of 0.50 for ∆.

(d) Improved Nearest Neighbor

The improved nearest neighbor (INN) approach is the same process as NN; however, now the random
individual is asked to recommend a contact for vaccination who they view as “popular”. This will
allow for the higher degree individuals to more likely be recommended for vaccination. An approach
similar to this was taken in Refs [20, 21]; the assumption allows for the individual to have some
knowledge, but not complete knowledge, about the degree of their contacts. To implement such a
process we use a cumulative distribution function approach, where each contact is assigned a weight
corresponding to their degree size. The process consists of choosing a random number 0 < r < 1 and
finding contact j such that

r

ki∑
n=1

kn <

j∑
n=1

kn where j ≤ ki, (22)

such that j is the smallest possible number to satisfy equation (22), kn is the degree for i’s nth contact
and ki is the degree of i. This will allow for some error in the individual’s incomplete knowledge of
their contacts degree.

Quality Adjusted Life Years

To monetize the risk of infection and the risk associated with vaccination we used Quality Adjusted Life
Years (QALYs). The cost of infection (cinf ) is based upon the QALY penalties due to flu symptoms,
plus the QALY penalty due to death, and can be expressed as

cinf = (prob. infection this year)× (cost of (23)

infection in QALY’s)× ($/QALY).

The probability of infection this year corresponds to the incidence of the population, the cost of infection
expressed in QALY’s equals (QALY penalty from symptoms) + (probability of death)x(QALY penalty
from death). The value for the QALY penalty from influenza symptoms is 4.3/365, where 4.3 is the
Quality Adjusted Life Days penalty from influenza symptoms [22], and the QALY penalty from death is
15, where the probability of death is 0.00075 [22].

For the cost of experiencing a vaccine complication, we calibrated the value of γ×(cost of vaccination in QALY’s)
such that it was the same magnitude as (prob. infection this year) × (cost of infection in QALY’s). We
express the cost of vaccination as

cvac = γ × (cost of vaccination in QALY’s) (24)

× ($/QALY),

where γ is the probability of a vaccine complication occurring.
The value of cinf was based upon utility penalties constructed from patient surveys [22]. The value of

cvac was based on published vaccine costs and held fixed for the calibration of the vaccine coverage. Since
vaccine complications are rare,the value of cvac was obtained by determining the cost of vaccine compli-
cations in QALYs such that the probability of complications (γ) times the cost of vaccine complications
in QALYs was similar magnitude as incidence times the cost of influenza infection in QALYs.
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Cost of Policy

We had to determine an estimated cost for the policies to determine whether the cost of incentives
outweigh the cost saved from infection. The average cost of a single influenza infection is $100.00, where
the cost of a single vaccine is $20.00 [23]. To determine the cost of incentives we used the percentage of
incentives used and multiplied by the total number distributed and the monetary value of the incentive.
Therefore, the total cost of a policy can be expressed as

Cost = N × ($100.00〈I(t)〉+ $20.00〈V (t)〉) (25)

+ 122V̄Υ(%used),

where N is the population size, 〈I(t)〉 is the average annual incidence, 〈V (t)〉 is the average annual vaccine
uptake, V̄ is the number of individuals recruited each day and given an incentive, Υ is the monetary value
of the incentive and %used is the percentage of incentives used each year.

Algorithm Summary

For each network we generated 400 simulations of 125 years each, discarding the transient dynamics of
the first 100 years, with no vaccination occurring in the first year of each simulation. The following steps
were taken to implement the behavior and vaccination process after the initial non-vaccination year.
Prior to the vaccination season

1. Update the individual’s perceived vaccine efficacy

2. Individual’s proceed through the learning (imitation) process

i) Determine whether the individual imitates or not

ii) If they imitate randomly select a contact and individual from the network

iii) Assign the individual their new information using equations (19)-(21)

3. Individual determines both PV and PN

4. Individual determines whether or not they are going to vaccinate this season

5. Then we determine when the Individual vaccinates

Afterwards, during the time period of the vaccination program, the following steps are implemented daily
for the vaccination program

1. We randomly choose V̄ individuals and recommend vaccination

2. If the selected individual decided not to vaccinate this season they repeat Step 2 to Step 5 above

i) If the selected individual had originally decided to vaccinate this season then do not repeat
Step 2 to Step 5 above

3. If the individual vaccinates today

i) Determine whether or not the vaccine was effective

ii) Determine whether or not the individual experienced a complication

iii) If the individual experienced a complication set the individuals time since last vaccine compli-
cation to -1 day (TC = −1/365)
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The overall model with vaccination and infection follows the process below

1. Determine whether the individual looses vaccine immunity

2. Determine whether the individual looses natural immunity

3. Apply the process of determining whether the individual vaccinates this year and when

4. Start the year and vaccination program

5. Add one day to both TI and TC (i.e. TI = TI + 1/365)

6. If time corresponds to period of vaccination program

i) Randomly select individuals to inform about vaccination

ii) Apply the process of determining whether the randomly selected individuals vaccinate this year

iii) Follow the process for an individual vaccinating today

7. If time corresponds to introducing an infected individual

i) Randomly select a susceptible individual to be infected with influenza

8. Compute the individuals probability of becoming infected today

9. Determine if the individual becomes infected and determine if symptomatic

10. If the individual is infected and the flu is symptomatic

i) Set the individuals time since last infection to -1 day (TI = −1/365)

ii) If the individual vaccinated set the perceived vaccine efficacy to ε

11. Determine whether the individual leaves the infectious state or not

12. Infect the population with niILI

13. If individual is infected with ILI determine whether niILI is mistaken for influenza

14. If niILI is mistaken for influenza

i) Set the individuals time since last infection to -1 day (TI = −1/365)

ii) If the individual vaccinated set the perceived vaccine efficacy to ε

15. If end of year go to Step 1, otherwise go to Step 5 until the desired time is reached
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